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Reputation

With over 100 games live and with more than 500

online casinos, Stakelogic has become one of the

world’s leading online game suppliers. The

Stakelogic brand name has become a marker for

quality and innovation.

Key to success

Stakelogic is best described as an end-to-end

software factory where each element of a game

(graphics, animations, sounds, game server and

UI) is developed in-house. Every game is tweaked

and tuned to the level of ultimate user.

Innovation

Time and time again Stakelogic surprises its

players with games that are new and different.

Games with long life cycles, that reside on top

positions with tier-1 operators.

Financial performance

With over 100 employees and offices in 4

countries, Stakelogic realised 300% growth in

revenue in 2020.

2020
MAY

Stakelogic’s opened a 
European HQ in Malta

2020
FEBRUARY

Stakelogic acquired an 
ISO 27001 certificate

2018
AUGUST

Stakelogic was acquired 
by Triple Bells (Privately)

2019
OCTOBER

Stakelogic acquired a 
Romanian license

2020
SEPTEMBER

Greenlogic® was 
launched by Stakelogic

2021
JUNE

Stakelogic launched a 
brand refresh

2020
APRIL

Stakelogic Int. LTD was 
established  in Isle of Man

2019
NOVEMBER

Stakelogic acquired a UK 
license

2019
FEBRUARY

Stakelogic started 
operating in Ukraine

2014
AUGUST

Stakelogic was founded 
by Novamatic

2021
JANUARY

Stakelogic became 
Founding partner of DGA

2021
JUNE

Stakelogic acquired 
Smart & Applied

2021
JUNE

Stakelogic acquired 
Hurricane Games

Focus on key processes

Creating top games is an art. Players need to be

surprised, time and time again. The animations, 

the sounds, and the game logic need to be 

balanced in a way that it creates a feeling of 

sensation that attracts and retains players. 

Combining ‘old school’ slot machine principles 

with the limitless possibilities of on-line 

technology. It is the world of Stakelogic, it is

what we do best.

Work smarter

80% of all revenue comes from games that were

created since 2018. In 2020 Stakelogic created 46

new games which led to the biggest growth in

revenue so far.

Think Bigger

Since 2018 Stakelogic opened new offices in The

Netherlands, Malta, Kiev and Isle of Man.

Stakelogic is preparing the start its operations in

the US in 2021.

We credit our success to our 500+ clients.

Together we outperform the market.

Stakelogic games are available in more than 16

jurisdictions.

Exceeding expectations 

Creating top games is an art. Players need to be

surprised, time and time again. The animations, the

sounds, and the game logic need to be balanced in a

way that it creates a feeling of sensation that attracts

and retains players. Combining ‘old school’ slot

machine principles with the limitless possibilities of

on-line technology. It is the world of Stakelogic, it is

what we do best.

Focus on players

Stakelogic created a portfolio of more than 100

slot games. A mix of global and localised content

that enables our clients to compose a balanced

game offering to their players.
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Volatility 93.01%:

Game Type:

RTP:

RTP:

Max Exposure (Big Casino)

Spinning Reels

95.96% (ID: 12190096)

98.02% (ID: 12190098)

€500,000

Volatility 93.01%:

Game Type:

RTP:

RTP:

Max Exposure (Big Casino)

Spinning Reels

94.03% (ID: 12060094)

96.03% (ID: 12060096)

€481,000

Volatility 93.01%:

Game Type:

RTP:

RTP:

Max Exposure (Big Casino)

Spinning Reels

94.01% (ID: 11890094)

96.01% (ID: 11890096)

€423,900

Volatility 93.01%:

Game Type:

RTP:

RTP:

Max Exposure (Big Casino)

Spinning Reels

94.49% (ID: 11680094)

96.68% (ID: 11680096)

€555,350.00

Book of Adventure™ 
Super Stake™ Edition

Feel like an explorer on your search for ancient treasures in the 

wondrous pyramids of Egypt. Scatter symbols and freespins will 

enhance your chances of winning big rewards. Discover the 

Book of Adventure™ which opens secret doors to untold riches 

beyond your wildest dreams! 

Join Four powerful heroes from around the world in the thrilling 

slot, Hero Clash. Across five reels, each containing three 

symbols, and 243 ways to win, the four heroes powers will help 

players to win big payouts, with each character offering a unique 

bonus feature round. Collect HERO POWER on non winning spins, 

Collect HERO POWER by landing scatter symbols, Collect and 

charge your Hero for the clash of a lifetime. 

Hero Clash

The biggest oil tycoons of the West are back! Start digging for oil 

again and spin the Megaways cascading reels that can provide 

up to 117,649 pay ways! Setup the rigs, use your dynamite to 

destroy all lower symbols, giving you a shot at bigger winnings! 

Collecting four oil rig symbols will get you into the Free Spins, 

featuring a win multiplier that increases after every reel cascade! 

This time see the money pouring in during the lock and spin 

bonus game. So pick up your drill and dig the many ways to big 

riches in Black Gold 2 Megaways!

Black Gold 2 Megaways

Find the sweet taste of candy in Candy Links Bonanza 5x5, 3125 

ways, spinning video slot. Land or buy the Free Spins feature for 

big wins with big multipliers.

Re-spin your way to Free Spins with near misses in your candy 

adventure to fortune. 

Candy Links Bonanza

https://ngpd.dev02-gs-stakelogic.com/demo/play?gameId=11680096
https://ngpd.dev02-gs-stakelogic.com/demo/play?gameId=12060096
https://ngpd.dev02-gs-stakelogic.com/demo/play?gameId=12190098
https://ngpd.dev02-gs-stakelogic.com/demo/play?gameId=11890096

